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To: ANELSON @ american.edu ("Anna K. Nelson") @ INTERNET @ WORLDCOMcc: From: David 

Marwell/ARRBDate: 02/26/97 04:24:45 PMSubject: Re: professional groupsI have forwarded the message on 

to Bill and Henry. I'd be happy to answer any questions you have about the projected "completion schedule" 

that I faxed on February 12th. To answer the questions that you raised in your e-mail: The numbes on the right 

side of the page can be ignored; they are simply a tally of the entries within a given category. The completion 

dates in most cases are our best guess as to when the compliance program will be completed for a given 

agency. I did not include the staff information since it tracks, for the most part the team assignments. The 

more comprehensive list of projects that I circulated last year details specific assignments for the projects. I 

don't know how to address your concerns about what the staff would be doing in an additional year The 

"completion schedule" projects that the last year will be dedicated to completing work on the Sequestered 

Collections, the Secret Service, NSA, and NARA. We also anticipate that there will be some time required to 

complete some of the Congressional Committee material as well as our efforts to obtain foreign records. The 

only "project" that we believe will extend into FY98 would be the ongoing effort to identify additional records. 

Other than make these projections, I don't know how to assure you. To: David_Marwell @ JFK-ARRB.gov @ 

internetcc: JRTunheim @ aol.com @ internet, Kermith @ humanities1.cohums.ohio-state.edu @ internet (bcc: 

David Marwell/ARRB)From: ANELSON @ american.edu ("Anna K. Nelson") @ INTERNET @ WORLDCOM Date: 

02/26/97 01:52:50 PM CSTSubject: professional groupsDavid, I'm sure it would be possible to get a resolution 

for continuation fromthe historical organizations. Kermit's piece in the OAH Newsletter attractedsome 

favorable attention. I will put something in the AHA Newsletter in lateSpring. However, before I will suggest 

such a resolution to the AHA, I wouldlike to be certain about the future. As I'm sure you have guessed, I am 

notvery eager to give up another year unless I am convinced that we know exactlywhat we are doing. Jack 

presented a good draft agenda two meetings ago, but I was disappointed iin your fax of Feb. 12. We were too 

busy to discuss it at our one day meetingso I didn't raise the issue. Several items in the draft agenda were left 

un-answered such as staff information. I also needed an explanation about thenumbers on the right side of 

the page. I also would like some informationabout the completion dates which seem to me too generous. In 

general, I stickto my view that another year will be worth something only if we concentratesolely on clearing 

out more CIA, FBI, NSA and military records. So far, I don'tthink I have that assurance. AnnaCould you send this 

on to Bill and Henry? For some unknown reason, my formatwill only allow one line after the cc.
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